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Meeting details 

Date 17th May 2017 

Time 10:30 - 13:00 

Location   Diggory, Ground Floor, Trevelyan Square, Leeds 

Remote access Webex – Detailed in the calendar entry  

Support contact Emma Wilcock – emma.wilcock1@nhs.net 

  

Agenda 

Item Agenda Item Presenter Schedule 

1 Welcome and apologies  Chair 10:30 

2 Review of previous meeting actions and minutes Chair 10:35 

3 Feedback from and to the SUS Programme Board Chair 10:40 

4 Current SUS service update Mark Stangroom 10:45 

5 SUS+ update Steve Fenner 11:00 

6 NDSD update - DLP  Ross Thornton 12:00 

7 Any other business All 12:30 

8 Meeting close  All 12:45 

 

Actions 
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Review of previous meeting actions and minutes 

Minutes of the previous meeting were agreed. 

  

Feedback from and to the SUS Programme Board 

Key items are covered later in the agenda. SUS Board discussion about perceived benefits of 

increased CDS submission to SUS revealed only increase burden for providers. SUS+ roadmap to 

be produced for discussion at next month’s SUS Board with transition plan covering the 

decommissioning of SUS. 

 

Current SUS Service update 

 100% availability of SUS portal 

 96.71% availability of EDT because it was turned it off at 12.10pm for a day due to a 

Severity 2 incidence 

 There was a Severity 2 incident during the month which impacted processing 

 SUS Activity – 3,800 interchanges / 81.2m records processed 

 Scheduler user reports delivery service levels achieved. 

 

A failure was identified, severity 2 incident, which should have been resolved in 20 hours but 

it was open for three weeks. EDT was switched off to prevent further incoming issues whilst 

sev 2 was being resolved. All business queries were answered along with user report 

completion. 

 

The severity 2 incident occurred on 1st April 2017. With the imminent decommissioning of 

SUS and the release of SUS+, SUS had purposefully not undergone the annual refresh of 

various elements. The unexpected impact of data pertaining to the following financial year 

(2017/18) failed, effectively arresting the processing of inbound data.  

1st April was a saturday and a bank holiday weekend so the failed processing was seen on 

Tuesday. Questions were raised with Mastech, our suppliers, who had a look and the problem 

was identified on Wednesday. The severity 2 incidence was raised. 

 

The next few days entailed working through all the data items or areas of reference data that 

were failing, on  a forward fix basis (one by one). The problem was thought to be fixed as it 

processed all the way through, however it had processed incorrectly. At this point, everything 

coming in was then held in que. They firstly processed without a price, then they finally came 

through with a price.  

Within a week there was a resolution as ther was enough of the code that was needed to 

change and it was ran through our testing environment. This took 7 days until the gates were 

reopened to start processing again. 

The team expected to catch up with processing the back log over the Easter weekend 

however, late on Saturday the team ran out table space in the database. This was out of 
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hours so they had to wait to ask suppliers to clear up and create space and then started 

again. It took two weeks to catch up, but they caugh up on inclusion day. They also 

processed ahead of business targets for the month. Everyone could submit data and get 

onto the portal but data wouldn’t have been processed overnight. Overall there were only 4 

tickets raised about it. 

The team advertised on the portal and website about what was going on e.g on the service 

bridge announcements.  

Interchanges and records submitted by month are steadily building up. Regarding PbR 

processing, the interchanges weren’t processed overnight. Average extract times by record 

size are now slightly quicker on large extracts. 

JS mentions they have posted updates regarding the ransom ware and cyber attack 

explaining if you’re experiencing problems getting data in by a certain date to let us know. 

They only recieved 4 trusts who contacted us with doubt of completing everything by Friday 

and they’ve been pointed to guidance. There may be national guidance issues but the 

update is going to the board this afternoon. Data will still be available. 

Action: JS to let everyone know if anything else happens 

Q: If data is submitted late when will it submit to SUS+? 

A: Interchanges sent to SUS and then transferred to SUS+ at midnight so small delay.  

Q: What trusts were late? 

A: You should email James directly for details on this. 

 

JB mentions on cut off day, in order to speed up data available in SUS+, on Friday they will 

be taking regular updates of the data to copy over to try and ensure month 1 SUS+ data is 

available as quickly as possible. 

 

Q: Will processing be done over the weekend? 

A: There are some dependencies. SUS+ needs to know when the last pre cut off for 

interchanging processing is in SUS, which should be Friday evening around 6.30. If not, it will 

be processed over the weekend. 

Q: Has everyone used SUS+ now? 

A: Extracted data yes 

 

The activity showing accumulative volume of unique users is shown. This shows 1 user on the 

29th, then  on the 2nd May an increase of users, as this was the day it was advertised as live. 

Day 1 had 70 users, increasing to 90-100. There has been a maximum of 257 users on SUS. In 

week 2 there is daily activity and around 160 users.  

 

There was 1 incident over the weekend, 7 on the first live day and 10 on the 2nd day. These 

are not very large numbers however the average for SUS was 1.5 per day. There were a 

couple of issues for IE users where the status of the extract wasn’t updating on the page. 

There was local cashing refresh issues which were resolved on the first Wednesday evening. 

Finally there were some unicode issues but that was fixed in the 2nd week.  
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In current SUS if you have a query you would contact the contact centre and it would be 

relayed to James or Richard. Now, SUS+ is solely going through the National Service Desk 

which will treat the queries as service requests rather than incidents if nothing is broken.  

Previously people reported what they thought were incidents but it would be a 

misunderstanding, so lots of queries come in as incidents but are turned into service 

requests. Incidents tailed off down to 4 in the 2nd week. Currently there are 11 open but 6 are 

awaiting code fixes. Service requests are mainly SUS differences which have tailed off down 

to 3 currently. Some severity 3’s reported but they weren’t in reality, they just weren’t de-

escalated and closed down in time.  

 

Regarding volume of extracts generated there was a significant volume in the 1st week, with 

less last week. The gap on Thursday 14th May was where severeity 1 incident occurred.  

Regarding volume of extracts downloaded there has been significant use.  

 

In total there has been roughly 1200 extracts in the first 2 weeks in SUS+ which is similar to 

an entire month in April in SUS. There was the same volume GB downloaded in the first two 

weeks in SUS+ which again is similar to a full month in SUS. 

 

On Thursday 14th May severity 1 occurred. A user emailed the team about an extract showing 

provider codes which shouldn’t have been there. A severity 1 incident was raised and the 

portal was turned off to stop people downloading it. This resulted in 20 cases where extracts 

had been overwritten with incorrect data and some downloaded by people who shouldn’t be 

able to see. There were 5 providers and 5 DCSROCs who downloaded these extracts. 

Operations team stayed throughout Thursday night and tested it through path to live to 

resolve it. JS contacted the providers to explain the issue and asked them to delete extracts 

which they all have. 1 DSCRO has and 4 DSCROs appear to be struggling. The incident has 

been kept open until the final DSCROs have deleted the extract. [Post meeting note: All 

incorrect extracts have been deleted] 

 

Presented by: Mark Stangroom 

Accompanying material: 

 

SUS Monthly Service Review
April 2017 

presented by Mark Stangroom,

SUS Service Owner  
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SUS+ Update 

Next month will see a full report of all activity of SUS+ on service management and business 

activity. 

Q: On Friday is there a cut off time, or will they be held until Monday? 

A: Scheduled reports will be stopped and won’t be released until the last interchange has 

been processed. The team have been working through details of plans and realised SEM 

extracts are always run on the date and time at which they are submitted. It wouldn’t work to 

close down the que and allow people to request SEM extracts, however PbR extracts can be 

requested. The plan now is every two hours on Friday, interchanges will be taken from SUS 

and moved to SUS+. When the inclusion time of 5.30pm is reached, there should be a very 

small amount of interchanges left to pull across.  

Q: So if 5.30pm is the cut off point, would an extract on SUS uploaded at 7.20pm be copied 

across? 

A: That’s what we’re hoping. The problem is providers may send long string of interchanges 

or very big files right at the cut off deadline and SUS+ has to wait for SUS to do the initial 

loading before we take a copy. Once it goes into SUS+ it should be in very quickly.  

Q: Can we have comms provided about this because we will have to ask the building to open 

up to go on over weekend for access to SUS? 

A: Yes they should be coming out today.  

There are fairly regular calls happening about how things are going. There is a release going 

in tonight and it is expected to have a statement released for today, but the team haven’t 

gone through all individual tickets yet. 

 

SUS+ works differently to SUS, however it looks similar. SLA’s for DCSROs are based on when 

the data is priced and ready to download the extract, but in SUS+ it doesn’t price the data 

until the extract is processed. A message was sent out yesterday suggesting SLAs may want 

to be revisted. The length of time it takes to land an interchange to data on desk and it be 

ready to process in the system should be shorter. 

At the moment, SUS waits for the interchange to be processed and then transfers to SUS+, 

however this artificial delay won’t occur when fully moved onto SUS+. 

 

Q: The download speed at the moment seems to be taking longer 

A: That’s something we are working on at the moment. In SUS+ when you select download, 

the data is stored in reAC and is being converted to csv. We have to finish 16/17 with SUS 

because of the differences in spell construction. There’s a small percentage difference of 0.15 

which is enough that we have to finish off month 12 with SUS. When SUS is turned off and 

we are tracking in SUS+, it should run smoother.  

This system is sized to cope with the busiest times of the month. 80 million extracts per 

month are received but 20 million appear in the last two days. 

Q: Do you have reports on filed extracts? 

A: We can look into that 

Q: Are we using the same technology to zip files? 

A: No, even the EDT server used in the SUS+ end to receive the data is internally written. 
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Two regular issues have been dealt with. One is about documentation, where a number of 

fields will be made obsolete, and documentation will be released onto the SUS+ webpages. 

Some columns are no longer populated in SUS+ as they were duplicated in SUS. Some 

places had wrong documentation so episode ciritcal care and length of critical stay are not 

being populated.  

The second issue is relevant to two year data regarding a defect that has been fixed but still 

needs to be fixed for historic data, which will be done after re migration is completed. Where 

net updates of bulk data does not always work correctly, some people are getting duplicates 

of the data.  

 

Currently the team are in the process of remigrating all of the 15/16, 16/17 and 17/18 data 

onto the live B environment. They are not currently running 2 live environments as live B has 

all fixes incorporated. In the near future the two environments will be re synchronised and 

live B data will override the data in live A.  

 

In the release tonight there will be a report on the critical care excluded reason as some 

populated fields are of the exceeded characters. There will be a calculation of the tariff and 

how we did that, because currently the final tarrif applied field has only mandatory and non 

mandatory. Feedback was provided identifying that it would be useful to have descriptive 

text in there, so that change is being made tonight. The formula of how APC calculations are 

made when there’s a PSS top up was added which will be explained fully in the release. The 

final change is moving around some of the interim tarrif calculation fields, so the final tarrif 

won’t be affected but it will mirror what was written in the extract specification.  

 

Q: So if you place a PbR extract but with an inclusion date in the future it runs now with 

whatever is present? Can you not delay those requests from the queue until the date given 

and then feed them in? That way people would be treated in turn in the future, so to speak 

A: We will build a proper scheduling system. For PbR extracts there is a scheduling system 

against Rac and you can submit a schedule chart in your own format. You can set that to run 

and we will run that for you after inclusion date processing. Each month you will get copy of 

Rac and post Rac extracts automatically into your inbox. We are going to open that up so 

you can schedule whatever extract you want. 

 

It had the ability to run one schedule once and then you would have to reschedule it. In the 

future we are looking to be able to schedule each month but also develop something to stop 

continuous schedules if you leave the NHS, so you may need to download this months 

before next months runs. It’s important for people to put their opinions on Trello about how 

they want us to improve things.  

The process of vision for SUS+ started which breaks down into the next highest level of the 

mission statement. The three missions that emerged from the VMOST session yesterday were 

'Create a single version of the truth', 'Make it easier to do business with us' and 'Support 

NHS in their operational data needs'. 

Q: Is the recommended position still that we should be taking M12 from SUS, not SUS+? 

A: Yes.  
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The reconciliation differences are going to be posted out as a percentage of each 

organisations SUS value for provider and commissioner level, but it has to go through final 

approval. 

Q: What about unifinished APC? 

A: We don’t have one.  

Q: When you say 0.15% difference, is that netted off with pluses and minuses, and is it 

activity or price? 

A: The SUS+ website provides a decription of the differences. How the episodes are 

constructed into spells can be different. If a spell is marked confidential in SUS it’s either a 

single episode spell or a failed spell entirely, but in SUS+ they’re spelled before being 

marked as confidential. That means you get a lot more reconstructed cells. It can mean you 

get spells in SUS+ where one episode is missing in SUS and is not priced atall. SUS+ has 

multi episode spells which SUS doesn’t. In SUS each episode is processed as a single spell 

which means if you send a three episode day case, you will get three prices for it. In SUS+ 

you will only get one price for the dominant episode. There are some small tariff differences, 

for example, we found 504 out of 1.5 million in June 2016 where the spells were constructed 

exactly the same and this was due to slight differences in handling critical care.  

 

JB took data for episodes where providers using NHS RID correctly, and looked at all the 

providers where every NHS RID was unique within a period and present. He joined NHS RID, 

then compared spell contrsution on those and compared the tarrif. Where the spell 

construction and tarrif matched exactly was the broad majority. He then looked for mis 

matched spell construction and tarrif and looked into the reason. This gave 0.15% difference. 

 

Q: Do we use SUS or SUS+ for the unfinished? Given it could count as either the start or the 

end of the year. 

A: SUS 

Q: Is there a timeframe for the refreshing of the historic data? 

A: Assuming that’s when we copy over Live B to Live A, it is expected by end of May 

 

Presented by: Stephen Fenner 
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NDSD Update - DLP 

The Data Landing Portals (DLP) main vision is to provide a more secure method of 

transmitting data which will reduce the burden around local data transfers between 

providers, commisisoners and DSCROs. It will improve quality and safety of data sharing. One 

of the major hurdles from data recipients (DCSRO) is their current email system which allows 

uploads of a spreadsheet in an inconsitent format. NHS mail is a secure system, but only if 

the correct recipient is entered, otherwise it could be sent to the wrong person. This wants to 

be avoided and transparency increased by allowing everyone in the system to transmit data 

and have the same view of the data. The standardisation and rationalisation of health care 

information will be supported as well.  

 

There are 3 roles in the DLP; data sender, data recipient and the specification manager, who 

are primarily DSCROS. Data senders select the specification, created by the specification 

manager, that has been pre agreed with the DSCROs and commissioners. Then the file is 

uploaded against that which at present is a csv file. DLP will check the file has the right 

colums in the right order with the correct headers. The tracker table shows when a 

submission is made and if it’s successful it will get a green tick and it can be downloaded by 

the recipient. If there are any problems such as the wrong file uploaded against the 

specifications then it won’t flow but you will be able to see that. The specification library is 

the most labour intensive part involving the creation of specifications which is the DSCROs 

going in and shaping the data that we want. 

DLP went live and Beta officially ended. There are 628 individual users registered (578 this 

time last month) across 185 provider organisations (168 this time last week). In February 

there were only 12 organisations registered with 2 submitting data. DLP will now be 

supporting NHS England to submit specialised commissions.  

There have been 91 provider organisations who have made successful submissions to date. 

The number of valid submissions is increasing with 439 over the last month and 723 to date. 

The University of Manchester have made a test TARN submission, which was successful so 

they will put a live submission through and hopefully follow with regular submissions. The 

team are working with local authorities to determine whether they could send social care 

data through. 

  

Q: TARN flows from trusts to Salford hospital, is this sending a copy? 

A: They are sending only a very small subset of the TARN data to support work going on into 

SUS 

 

Currently SUS is transitioning to SUS+ and DLP currently sits on the SUS platform, so the 

team are now following across after various levels of testing to SUS+. Some members of the 

user experience team are out talking to users and working on prototypes to develop DLP. 

More user guide videos are being made as functionality improves and changes. 
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The roadmap shows the improving submission process. The left side primarily shows the 

replatforming, with the left bottom corner showing what is nearly completed. Going forward 

into the next three months, the main focus is improving the submission process for senders. 

At present, once data has come in to DLP, DSCROs are set up with MESH mailboxes so the 

file can be transported across to mailbox. Where trusts have sftp, the team don’t want to 

push them backwards onto a manual portal so they are working to do system to system in, 

using MESH. Finally there is work around the specification library to do, so with NHS England 

specialised comissioning, where there are national standards, a different model may be 

needed.  

 

Q: Could you share plans in detail about each data set? 

A: Yes, the contracting side has been dealt with by NHS England but in terms of standards 

instructions we can do that. With the self service element, DLP is doing less around national 

standard data and more around local data flows. 

There are 4 NHS England specialised commissioning flows that are going via DLP rather than 

via email now. They are; 

 Aggregate Contract Monitoring (ACM) 

 Patient level drugs dataset 

 Patient level device dataset 

 Patient Level Contract Monitoring (PLCM) 

Now that NHS England collect their data through DLP, this has created more leads for people 

to use it.  

We have a trello board for DLP, and anyone who wants access to it is welcome. People ask 

questions which will be answerd and there are FAQs, release notes and demo videos as well. 

Q: Will DLP downloads be available to CSUs and CCGs as well as DSCROs? 

A: The overall vision is for DLP to be the route for the data to come in. It could then be 

routed to CSUs and CCGs but at present, it goes to DSCROs and it’s BAU to them. 

Q: Is the security at file level? 

A: DLP is smart card only at the moment with role based access and it’s encrypted in 

transmission then it goes to the DSCROs.   

Q: Is there any issues for aggregate data, depending on the level of aggregation? 

A: No, DLP can handle patient level data or aggregate data. If it is aggregate data, there is a 

warning that tells you shouldn’t be flowing pcd (patient level data). 

All providers are expected to use DLP unless pre agreed or not on N3. London region is 

currently out of scope. 

Q: How long is London out of scope for? 

A: The reason London is out of scope is because 2 DSCROs are merging, then we will get 

them on board later in the year, probably after August 

Q: Is DLP just for the four extracts listed? 

A: DLP is not just for the four extracts, they’re just for specliased commissioning. Other flows 

can come through 
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NDSD is currently in a business case approval stage, however no approval is expected until 

early/mid June. There is little update for Data Services Platform or on engagement events to 

hopefully take place if approval is given and Purdah has ended. 

Q: Does DLP have to be used for all local flows? 

A: Essentially it depends what you agree with your DSCRO 

Q: Have you got to report for NHS England on performace for specialised commissioning? 

A: DCSROs probably will but not us. 

 

Presented by: Stu Hansom and Umair Meer 

Accompanying material:  

 

Data Landing Portal Update
NDSD User Group

Stu Hansom,

Acting Product Owner  

 

AOB 

Sexual orientated monitoring has been approved but nothing will be published until after 

Purdah. Sexual reproductory healthset has been approved as well. 

Deidentification data items are pending, this is a standard that will ask you when you send 

items for commissioning that you include certain feilds so that can then be used to totally 

anonymise the data on distribution.  

Q: How different is it now? 

A: Some data sets are different by 2 fields, some have 4 to add 

Mental health services are going to be updated to version 3. Cancer Outcomes and Services 

Dataset is being adjusted as is cancer waiting times.  

 

A reminder that ECDS will be ready to submit by October. Email JS or EW with any questions.  

ECDS have scheduled webinars to provide support, split by providers, commissioners and 

suppliers. If you’re not on the engagement list, drop an email to the user group mailbox and 

you will be added.  
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Attendance 

Attendee Organisation Attendance 

Andy Banks (AB) 

(Chair) 
Western Sussex Hospitals In person 

Mark Stangroom (MS) 

(Chair) 
NHS Digital In person 

Derek Alexander NELCSU Remote 

Dave Parsons 
Royal Surrey County Hospital NHS Foundation 

Trust Remote 

Lizzie Poole Nottingham University Hospitals NHS Trust Remote 

Tom Counsell South West DSCRO Remote 

Paul Young Nottingham University Hospitals NHS Trust Remote 

Tim Pinder North of England CSU Remote 

Chris Cooper Yorkshire DSCRO Remote 

Neil Gage The Royal Wolverhampton NHS trust Remote 

Julian Hamer NHS South, Central and West CSU Remote 

Catherine Cockfield Oxford Health NHS trust Remote 

Ingrid Murray The Newcastle upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Trust Remote 

Carole Archer Leeds Teaching Hospital Remote 

Gus Glynn North West Surrey CCG Remote 

Sarah Wilson Whittington Hospital NHS Trust Remote 

Richard Peasgood 
Northern Lincolnshire and Goole Hospitals 

NHS Foundation Trust 
In person 

Mark Bridges NHS Midlands and Lancashire CSU In person 

Donna Sweeney NHS Cambridgeshire and Peterborough CCG In person 

Claire Fowles NHS Digital Remote 

Richard Bradley NHS Digital Remote 

Ross Thornton  NHS Digital In person 

Emma Wilcock (EW) NHS Digital In person 

James Salt (JS) NHS Digital In person 

Beverley Harris NHS Digital In person 

Jonathan Bliss NHS Digital In person 

Steve Fenner NHS Digital In person 

Gerry Firkins  
 

NHS Digital In person 

Stu Hansom NHS Digital In person 

Umair Meer NHS Digital In person 
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Next meeting 

Date 21st June 2017 

Time 10:30 - 13:00 

Location   Vantage Boardroom, Ground floor, Vantage House, 21-23 Wellington 

Street, Leeds LS1 4DL 

Remote access Webex - TBC  

Support contact Emma Wilcock - emma.wilcock1@nhs.net 

 

mailto:emma.wilcock1@nhs.net

